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The Making of Latin American Music: 
Passion & Subversion 

 

The Americas may be rightly proud of two of the most important forms of modern 

20th-century music: jazz and Latin.  “Latin” is, in fact, a label that was branded in the 

United States and encompasses different kinds of rhythms and melodies (such as  

rumba, samba, tango). In the late 19th century Creole forms of music became 

national emblems that later were turned into “Latin” music under the influence of the 

United States and the entertainment industry. A separate place is to be given to what 

is defined as música criolla (Creole music) in Mexico, Cuba, Peru and Argentina, 

where, this music conveys the place assigned to the mestizo phenomenon in the 

ideological construct of each nation. 

The origins of modern Latin music are to be found in the new music that emerged, at 

the beginning of the 16th century, from the encounter of European, Indian and 

African traditions in the Hispanic dominions and in Brazil. The New World became 

the field of new social and cultural experiences, among which music is perhaps the 

most important and pervasive.   

Why music? I am not a musicologist. I only wonder why the scholarly historians 

seem not to show much concern with expressive culture or the performing arts, which 

contribute so greatly to our knowledge of ourselves as a people and as a nation. For 

those historians, popular music is a trivial matter that doesn’t deserve serious study. 

But a mark of the importance of music is its ubiquity, at all levels of society, in ancient  

and modern times. 

Many reasons induced me to study the development of popular Latin music. First of 

all, a personal interest and practice, because I grew up in Latin America where music 

was omnipresent in the streets, in the courtyards, in public spaces. Much later, after 

doing fieldwork in anthropology, I studied the hybrid societies of colonial Latin 

America, with their unique world made of a mingle of Indians, Europeans and 

Africans. In very fundamental ways, Iberian America was, and still is, the continent of 

mestizaje.  
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The visual arts have usually been called upon to bear witness to the cultural 

mestizaje of Iberian America.  

But the role of music in the making of Latin American cultural hybridity is even more 

critical than that of the visual arts, probably because sounds are an abstract matter in 

ways that images are not. Anyone can appropriate a piece of music, change some or 

all the words of a song, invent new choreographies for a dance, add new instruments 

to a score, modify rhythmic patterns. In the 16th century, the two Iberian kingdoms 

(Spain and Portugal) led the first “modern” wave of globalization. In that process the 

many forms of Iberian music – which were already the result of many centuries of 

contacts between the East and the West – spread in « the first America », as David 

Brading has called the New World under early Iberian rule.  

My research follows the avatars of Iberian American music from the first contacts in 

the early 16th century until the end of the 1920’s. Why stop here? Because in the  

twenties, the development of sound reproduction radically changed popular music 

and turned it into an economic enterprise. The recording industry was more 

interested in sales than in art. It was important to invent new labels like « Brazilian 

samba » in 1917, or « Argentine tango », the same year. Therefore I will not speak 

about rock and roll, so important in the 20th century, not only because it appeared 

later, after the Second World War, but also because, in the entire history of Western 

music, rock and roll was the first popular genre that belonged exclusively “to the 

young”, and not more broadly “to the people.”  

 

Popular in the Americas is often black  
In Spanish, the word «pueblo» means “village” or “town” and also “people” or “nation” 

and may thus designate a dwelling place as well as its dwellers. A « pueblo » is a 

homeland. In the 16th and 17th centuries, the way people looked like, behaved and 

acted was deemed to be dependent on the influence of their birthplace. Those who 

were born on the same «soil» or “land” (en la misma tierra) were supposed to share 

the same physical traits and the same sensibility. But what happens when these 

European concepts are applied to the inhabitants of the New World? In the Americas, 

the stars in the sky, the geography, the climate, are not the same as in Europe, and 

this natural difference must necessarily influence the local population. So those who 

were born in Peru, in Mexico or in other places in the American continent, ought to be 

different from the European (Spaniards and Portuguese included).  This was 
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obviously the case of the Indians, but it was also true of the children of Spaniards or 

of Africans who were born in the Americas and of the numerous half-castes. The 

American-born people were called criollos. The word « pueblo » is an abstraction that 

needs to be imagined, as Benedict Anderson put it in Imagined communities. In that 

« imagination», music, which carries on emotions and identifications, plays a leading 

role. 

The music that interests me is the one called « música criolla », created by mestizos. 

This music appeared in the 16th century, and In the course of the 18th century the 

music arranged and composed by these mixed peoples became typical of the 

Hispanic American cities that wanted to have their own political and cultural identity. 

It was a form of music built upon improvisation, even if its model was created by  

professional comedians, and even if the tunes themselves were mostly written. This 

music was popular because it was mass-produced and it was performed and listened 

to by large and heterogeneous groups in the large cities of Hispanic America. This 

music, with its Spanish roots and words, was arranged by Africans and mestizos and 

depended significantly on the contexts of execution. But even in the residences of 

viceroys the musicians were usually black.  

 

Clash of sounds, the staggering music of domination 
Latin music is made up of the fusion of three musical traditions: the Iberian, which is 

the most important one, the Indian and the African.  

The Spaniards introduced European instruments in the Americas: the guitar, the 

violin, the organ, different trumpets, the piano. They also brought a rich poetic 

repertory and new musical scales. The blending of the three traditions was easy for 

many reasons. First, the Iberian music was already hybrid, especially in Andalusia 

where the influence of Moorish and Jewish melodies was strong. At the end of the 

15th century, some communities of Africans were established in the cities of Lisbon 

and Seville. They are mentioned, with their singular music and idiomatic expressions, 

in the first modern comedies of Juan del Encina and Gil Vicente. The second reason 

is that, in the Iberian tradition. The distinctions between high and low music were not 

clear-cut The Spanish aristocracy was fond of popular dances (folías) and tunes, 

called villancicos. In Spain, these songs were performed in churches at Christmas 

time, although the words were not necessarily religious. The same tune could be 

sung in two different ways: either with a secular text or with its sacralised version 
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(«a lo divino»). Under the guise of a religious melody, some words might be changed 

to turn the love of God into the sensual love of humans.  

The Spanish conquest was also an acoustic clash (shock). The staggering sounds of 

brass instruments and pipes produced « astonishment and fear », as the arquebuses 

did, and were something like (I quote) « thunder which breaks the ears ». A new 

Aztec word, tlequiquiztli, meaning « trumpet of fire », brought together the trumpets 

and the fire-guns of the Spaniards. The Indians made a definite a connection 

between Western brass and wind music and the threatening conquistadores, as this 

image from Guaman Poma de Ayala shows 

 

 
 

But Western religious music (motets and other polyphonic compositions) were very 

appealing to the Indians who learnt very quickly how to play, sing and, in some 

cases, even compose. Their teachers were the monks themselves. In the Americas, 

the Spaniards and their mestizo children liked very much this kind of double key. You 

still can find « divine and profane songs » in Chile or in Venezuela.  

The original Indian hymns did not disappear, but they changed in two ways: they 

were sung in the context of Catholicism and the melody was played on Spanish 

instruments. They also adopted Western polyphony, as in the Huanacpacha.  
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Western music, and to some extent Indian music, underwent major changes in the 

New World, especially under the influence of slaves and black freedmen: rhythms 

changed, for instance, when the stress was shifted and the even-numbered beat (2 

and 4) replaced the odd-numbered beat (1 and 3), which was the usual one in 

Western music.  Syncopation is a deliberate disruption of the two or three beat stress 

pattern, most often by stressing an offbeat note. Syncopation was an important 

element in European music, but its use by Africans was dominant and pervasive: 

offbeat tunes, suspensions and invention of the Latin-rhythm called tresillo and 

cinquillo; the clave in the Caribbean.   

Another African contribution was the call and response, or alternation between leader 

and chorus, that we can find in modern sambas; another African touch was the 

production of a unique timber, a very noisy sound made with shells, beads, 

percussions, etc... 

The Spaniards introduced not only their instruments, their melodies and the words of 

their songs. They were also fond of the theatre, and the urban and modern spaces of 

Hispanic American cities were the main stage of religious and secular celebrations. 

The staging of imperial diversity was the key to the Corpus Christi Catholic rituals. In 

the Americas, Mexicans and Peruvians would walk in procession with their traditional 

dresses. Slaves and free black people appeared at the sound of their drums, danced 

their African rythms in ways that were not the conventional ones. The public liked that 

kind of merry and sensual music. The Africans and their descendants were deemed 

to be good musicians. We find them at all the levels of society. They changed the 

European tempos and rhythms and produced the first Latin music. The slaves and 

free coloured people could gather in Catholic brotherhoods that were founded in all 

the big cities. The authorities were always rather suspicious of the coloured 

sodalities, but those groups were quite powerful and the population was very fond of 

their performances.  Free men of colour were numerous enough in all the big cities to 

cause official concern.  

The Spaniards brought to the Americas a medieval dramatic representation of the 

battle between Christians and Moors. The play had conventional features and always 

ended with the triumph of the Christians over the Muslims. Since in the Americas 

there were no Moors, their figure was replaced by that of the Indian rebels. But the 

important thing is that the actors in this play, which was performed mainly at Corpus 

Christi, were the Indians: Aztecs or Incas, who had been pacified and who could play 
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even the role of Cortes or another conquistador. This kind of role-play was 

accompanied by music and dances. Black people – enslaved or free – adopted the 

image of Saint James (Santiago). Saint James was called « killer of Moors » in 

Spain, and « killer of Indians » in Peru. Dead or wounded, Moors and Indians were 

always at the bottom. In Brazil, it was the African Christian saint Anthony, who rode a 

white horse and killed the Portuguese. Baroque celebrations made possible public 

performances with Incas, Montezumas, and Congo kings as their characters, 

because diversity was the chief attraction of those ceremonies. Indian princes walked 

in procession. For the Spaniards, this kind of pageant was the mark of imperial power 

and control; for the public, it was the revival of a glorious past. 

 Blacks from Central and Southern Africa usually were called Congos and Angolas. 

The prestige of the Congos came from the fact that they had been converted to  

Catholicism by the Portuguese. Of course, not all the Congos who lived in the 

Americas belonged to the Kingdom of Congo, but they were enslaved in that region; 

they were the leaders of performances not only in Brazil but also in Lima and Buenos 

Aires. They could elect a « King » and a « Queen » who would take care of the 

community during a whole year. Also in New Orleans, in mid-18th century, slaves 

used to gather at a crossroad called Congo Square, in order to play banjos, congas 

and jawbones. Jawbones were first introduced in Peru by the African slaves and 

were commonly used as a musical instrument.  We have some accurate descriptions 

of performances similar to the bundes and other types of Afro-American music from 

Colombia. Many styles as « bamboulas » were performed by refugees from Haiti. As 

legend has it, Congo Square performances exerted an influence upon Buddy Bolden, 

« the first man of jazz », who was named « The King ».  In the United States, many 

jazz men were Kings and Counts and Dukes, and I think that this hierarchy originated 

in colonial times and was very similar to the ones common in Brazil or in Haiti. 

The Jesuits also made good use of the pomp of processions with their multicoloured 

standards, garlands, incense, and especially music, to attract the Africans. There 

were bands of black musicians who performed at the festivities organized by the 

sodalities, and many became famous in their own cities. 

Among the many themes expressed in songs, two are most significant : the 

importance of passion, as the emotion central to manhood, and the appeal of anti-

heroes: marginal characters of all sorts. 
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The popular music of colonial times was already globalized in some way, and love 

was its main subject. That globalisation encompassed not only Europe and the 

Americas (West Africa included) but also the different realms of the Hispanic 

dominions. One example is this song from the 17th century in an 18th 

century arrangement: 

« En Portobelo te amé    (I fell in love with you in Portobelo- 

en la Veracruz te vi, (I saw you in Veracruz) 

fui a Buenos Aires muriendo (I went to Buenos Aires half-dead) 

y en Lima te dije si (in Lima I said yes) 

Si mi quisieras, charupa mía (If you love me, honey) 

Yo te arrullara y te chamaría (I’ll sing you lullabies) 

Si tu me amaras, sería solo (If you loved me I’ll be the only one) 

Quien te tocara y bailara el polo (who would play and dance the polo for you) 

En La Habana, mi vida, cantan asi : (My dearest, in La Havanna they sang this way) 

Cacharo faquiel, faro tu puqui, serano chagua catulenberí »1. 

 

Passion and the pangs of love : broken hearts and black tears 
An illustration from Guaman Poma de Ayala, a Peruvian Indian chronicler of the 16th 

century, will introduce us to the world of hybrid music.  

 

                                            

1 Cotarelo y Mori, p. CCIIIC. 
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Look at the two figures in the illustration. The man is dressed as Spaniard but his 

hairstyle betrays his Indian origins. He plays a Spanish instrument, the guitar. He is 

beginning to mark the rhythm with his right foot, and sings a love song to the young 

woman who stands by him and is, in turn, trying some dance step. She is an Indian, 

dressed in a Spanish gown with Peruvian embroideries. (On Guaman Poma’s 

narrow-minded opinion, this kind of girls who lived in cities were « whores »). 

Both are elegant figures. They move on a tiled floor (are they in a sacristy?). The 

man is staring at the young girl, «Why are you here, little rosebud? Why are you 

here, little song thrush?». The Quechua words he whispers to her are written on the 

upper side of the picture. The burden mentions some mysterious words like 

« murmur, shadow ». We delve into the intimacy of the couple. Could this be a 

conventional song?  Could it have been composed by some author and sung many 

times before? In this particular performance, the man is speaking in his own voice to 

this young lady. By his virtuosity – a special manner of playing and singing -, he tries 

to capture the attention of the girl, to fascinate her, in order to  « take out his soul » 

and provoke passion and rivalry. 

The drawing also shows the many aspects of « music » : playing, dancing, 

performing and singing. But it is very different from the others drawings by Guaman 

that illustrate ritual celebrations.  

Here we have only a declaration of human love, free from the ties of kinship and 

traditional duties. We may find it small talk, but behind this obvious platitude, the 
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scene reveals a great moral upheaval.  The sung words addressed face to face to a 

woman convey feeling and evoke a full range of emotions. The words of secular 

songs reveal new conceptions of manhood, individuality and love, as the most 

important sentiment. This music is a transgression of traditions. It is the music of 

Spaniards (guitar, face to face, love songs), mixed up with Andean tunes, metaphors 

and rhythms. This « música criolla » is an absolutely modern music.  

The guitar is an instrument that doesn’t need chorus or orchestra; it’s easy to carry it 

along, and it’s easy to strum a tune on it. For all these reasons, the guitar introduced 

cultural changes and contributed to the emergence of individuality. A popular singer 

often introduces himself to the others and states his name, giving to his performance 

a personal touch. This has been common practice since 18th century on: for 

instance, « My name is Gabriel, the best singer from Venezuela », or « Hurry up and 

tell them that I shall play » [soy yo quién toco]. In any case, singing is the occasion 

for the singer to speak in his own name and assert his identity. 

The words of the songs, the gestures of dancers, tell us a story very different from 

the one we find in academic books. These voices are laden with love feelings, with 

every day experiences and are  models of identification. The feelings are always 

unhappy. Nobody is interested in plain people who have an uncomplicated life. The 

songs tell a lot about gender relations. The man is always a victim of an ungrateful 

woman. The man suffers and sheds « black » tears  « lágrimas negras », he cries 

like a woman. It is always the man who addresses his complaint to a woman, as in 

the picture we saw a few minutes ago. The « broken heart » is a very common 

metaphor in all this popular music. Before the conquest music in the Americas was 

essentially ritual. We don’t know if ancient Mexicans or Peruvians had secular love 

songs.  

Passion lies in words and in gestures, as we have seen with the mestizo and the 

guitar. Among the new hybrid genres, the fandango served as a model, even though 

it is hard to know much about it. Syncopated music with sensual movements became 

a sort of « lingua franca » of musical expression. Probably related to the 19th century 

habanera, the fandango seems to be the ancestor of popular music in Latin America. 

Obscene or funny ? Despite their being the target of political and religious 

censorship, the fandangos, a generic name for a sensual Afro-Hispanic dance, 

became extremely popular during the 18th century. Fandango was a special kind of 

dance characterized by body movements that public authorities condemned as 
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obscene and by words that voiced feelings of love laden with models of identification. 

Fandango also designates the place where people dance this particular kind of 

dance and, in a broader sense, the room or the place where this type of music is 

performed.  

 In the 19th century the craze produced by fandangos was also extended to the 

Cuban « contradanza », a French dance creolized by the slaves who fled to Cuba 

from Saint-Domingue (former name of Haiti) with their masters. Because the 

«contradanza» was, in their opinion, a bit too stiff, they added the Cuban « tresillo ».  

 
 Even African rhythms like « tangos », which existed in Cuba, Peru, Brasil and 

Argentina, were influenced by the habanera. This dance and song was not, as it has 

been presumed, the first written music to be rhythmically based on an African motif: 

the Latin American archives have many examples of hybrid compositions. In any 

case the rhythmic cell typical of the habanera is found in many genres of Latin music 

like tango, samba, cumbia, choro, milonga, rumba, bolero and vallenato, among 

others. 

 

Subversion 
Songs, melodies, dances, and public exhibitions had their own heroes (rogues, 

prostitutes, bandits and revolutionaries) and their ideals of sex, love and freedom.   

In an important kind of Spanish musical composition, named « jácara », the main 

characters were prostitutes, rogues and thieves who spoke a sort of underworld 

slang  called « germanía ». The song’s plot was necessarily a story of layabouts and 

outlaws. In fact the fringe was glorified in these musical pieces. In Spain, black 

people were frequent characters of jácaras as were Gypsy girls. In America the 

drums were added, as we can hear in this composition of Gaspar Sáenz, which ends 
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with a « son llanero » from Venezuela called « El Pajarillo » (the little bird).  Ribaldry 

is always present.  

Bad guys have a long history. The first ones in the Americas were the bad 

conquistadores, who became quickly the protagonists of Spanish ballads or 

romances, like Hernán Cortés, who was often compared to Nero. The jácaras were 

full of amusing popular characters. In the 18th century, we find many anti-clerical 

songs that speak of blasphemous and atheistic people and of blasphemy and 

misconduct among half-castes. At the end of the 19th century we find rogues and 

prostitutes in the first Argentine tangos, in the lundus of Brazil  and in the first 

sambas: the social bandits in Mexico corridos were replaced by revolutionary leaders 

at the beginning of the 19th century. Today, the heroes of the corridos are drug 

dealers and thieves. Drug dealers are also the heroes of «cumbias villeras» in 

Argentina at the beginning of 21st century. 

The birth of modernity goes hand in hand with the eulogy of crime and marginality in 

popular songs. Brazil cangaceiros or malandros, Mexican bandits, Argentine pimps, 

North American bad cowboys are not alone. We also find in Europe, and more or 

less at the same time, the same praise of marginality in the Greek rebetika, the 

Portuguese fados, the chotis of Madrid, or in the French songs of the 20th century 

that glorify pimps and tramps. In the Americas, the hate or rejection of regular work 

shaped a kind of Utopia of theft. From the point of view of the lower classes, 

marginality is an order unto itself, a world with its own laws and his own values: 

honour, courage, force, tricks, loyalties. Work became the enemy, especially from the 

end of the 19th century on. Even the peasants, who sang about the beauty of the 

countryside spoke also of the hardships of labour. 

« I work from daybreak to sunset » [« trabajo de sol a sol »]. 

We must not forget that the abolition of slavery was achieved in the last years of the 

19th century in Cuba and in Brazil, and the freed men didn’t want to be enslaved, in a 

new way, to industrial work and its routine. These freed men vindicated laziness and 

easy living. At the outset of the 20th century, popular music became the best and 

most unconventional activity for many of those men, especially the former slaves 

[excerpts from Brazil’s Pixinguinha and Praça Onze].  

 

 Identities and Identification 
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« Crucially, minority history always involves processes of incorporation, where once-

oppositional forms of memory are gradually accommodated as historical 

knowledge ». I am quoting Dipesh Chakrabarty, one of the more important post-

colonial historians, who refers to the incorporation of the subaltern memory into 

modern historiography. He is right when he says that the subaltern past cannot be 

incorporated in the official history because it lacks archives or books. That past has  

never had the same high value as Western history. Indeed the «castas»  (half-

castes) and the slaves have had no history of their own. When they are given a place 

in the general and national narratives it is always in indirect ways, through criminal 

archives or the preconceptions of the upper classes. The castas do not have a 

history of their own because they do not have a definite name and their definition is 

precisely the confusion of origins.  

Nevertheless, in the field of entertainment, which is so important in all the Iberian 

societies, another history appears, with the characters of Montezumas, Incas and the 

Black Kings of Congo. In all these cases, we have an incorporation of non-Indian or 

non-African elements, useful for sharing a new memory. Another history that 

despises daily work and praises non-conventional love, a kind of Utopia that in the 

Spanish Americas appears very early (17th century) with the invention of a paradise 

called « Chacona » (from the European chaconne recomposed or reshaped by the 

half castes). In musical fiction the Chacona was a wanton lady who gave her name to 

an imaginary island, located somewhere in the Caribbean. There, men enjoyed life, 

good food, wine and beautiful women; in this island all work was forbidden.  

 « Identification » not only of subalterns but also of people from other levels of the 

society is at stake in popular music. This identification is not a simple form of  

mimetism, as Freud would have it. It is a process by which the subject assimilates a 

quality or aspect from another person, who is his model, in such a way that his 

personality changes. This appropriation rests on a common etiology; the model is 

similar to the self. Movement, and dynamism are characteristic of the modern black 

Diaspora, with its blending of cultural references. This connexion between Africans 

and Spanish Americans makes the reconstruction of ethnicity impossible but, on the 

other hand, it is the base of a counter-culture of modernity, which is polyphonic, as 

Paul Gilroy has written, and cannot be wrapped up in the ethic, aesthetic or political 

categories of modernity. To belong to different worlds is neither diversity nor alterity 

but multiplicity.  
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